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When to Morph
Abstract
Prior website morphing applications learn between website visitors. They morph early,
after a relatively few clicks, so that the final morph dominates consumer response. Morphing early minimizes the costs of switching among morphs. We relax these limitations and address explicitly the tradeoff within a visitor between exploration (waiting to morph in order to get more information about a visitor’s cognitive style) and exploitation (morphing early so that the visitor
experiences the best morph for as long as possible). We derive a practical dynamic program to
optimize when to morph as well as which morph to select. An illustrative example demonstrates
face validity. Reanalysis of a published application suggests improvements in expected sales of
at least $5.7, possibly as much as $17 million. Then, in the first field test of a morphing website
versus a static website, we test the proposed within-visitor-&-between-visitor algorithm on a Suruga-Bank customer-advocacy website developed for the Japanese card-loan market. The morphing website significantly improves trust, consideration, and purchase probabilities relative to premeasures. Improvements are larger than obtained by a static website (trust and consideration are
significant). The morphing website provides a substantial relative competitive improvement for
Suruga Bank in this ¥25 trillion market.
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1. Exploration versus Exploitation to Determine When to Morph a Website
Website and advertising morphing are diffusing rapidly. Recent applications include:
•

BT Group (broadband sales): matching a website’s look and feel to visitors’ cognitive
styles increased projected sales by approximately 20% (Hauser, et al. 2009).

•

US Automaker: matching banner advertisements to cognitive styles and the stage of the
consumer’s buying process increased click-through by over 35%, brand consideration by
24%, brand opinion by 19%, and purchase probability by 7% (personal communication).

•

FT Orange: experimenting with matching push advertising to location and purchase interests of mobile device users (Urban, et al. 2009).

•

Suruga Bank (card loans): matching a website’s look and feel to visitors’ cognitive and
cultural styles (included in this paper).
In morphing applications an automated system observes the clickstream (or mobile

usage) and uses Bayesian methods to update the probabilities that a website visitor or mobile user (hereafter “visitor”) is in a particular segment (cognitive style, cultural style, stage in buying
process). A Gittins’-index dynamic program then decides which morph to give a visitor by making a (near) optimal tradeoff between learning about the purchase probabilities associated with
that morph (exploration) and maximizing sales to the current visitor (exploitation). (If the visitor’s cognitive style were known with certainty, a Gittins’ solution would be optimal. When cognitive states are partially observable, an expected Gittins’ index solution is nearly optimal.)
Morphing is computationally feasible because each morph has an index that fully encapsulates
the exploration vs. exploitation tradeoff. The firm earns (near) optimal profits by giving the visitor the morph with the largest expected Gittins’ index.
All prior applications focused on the decision between visitors. Specifically, websites,
banner advertisements, or push advertisements (hereafter, “websites”) use Bayesian methods to
update beliefs and morph at most once per visitor. For example, the BT Group website morphed
after the 10th click. The 10th click was chosen to justify required assumptions that the website
morphs sufficiently rapidly so that the final morph dominates the purchase probability and so
that the impact of switching costs is negligible.
When the final morph does not dominate, we increase expected profits by solving the early-vs.-later tradeoff within a visitor. If we morph early in a visit, all else equal, the visitor experiences the better morph for a longer period of time. If we morph later in a visit we observe more
1
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clicks and can use those clicks to identify better the visitor’s segment and target the morph more
precisely. To explore this tradeoff we relax simplifying assumptions in Hauser, et al. Specifically, we develop reasonable models of (1) the cognitive costs to changing website characteristics
(otherwise we would morph after every click) and (2) how multiple morphs affect visitors’ purchase probabilities (not just the final morph).
Using models for switching costs and multiple-morph impacts we develop a dynamic
program which identifies the best time to morph (and how often to morph) within a visitor. The
dynamic program is optimal within a visitor and optimal asymptotically, but for a finite number
of visitors we must address the link to the between-visitor expected Gittins’ index solution. We
propose and test a linked algorithm. The tests include an illustrative example, a re-analysis of the
BT Group website-morphing data, and a field experiment with Suruga Bank. To the best of our
knowledge the Suruga Bank experiment is the first test-control field test of website morphing
and the first application to try cultural-styles as well as cognitive styles. To set the stage we
briefly review prior research.
2. Brief Review of Between-Visitor Website Morphing
2.1 Gittins’ Solution Between Respondents

In Hauser et al. website visitors vary by pre-defined segments, , where each segment
represents a particular combination of cognitive styles. A “priming study” develops priors about
the probability,

, that a visitor in segment

will make a purchase if he or she is experiences

morph

. The Gittins’ solution expresses those priors as beta distributions with parameters

and

. If the first visitor from segment experiences morph

and we observe his or her

purchase (or lack thereof), then it is easy to show that the posterior distribution for

is also a

1

where

and

beta distribution but with parameters
1 if the first respondent makes a purchase and
visitor we use similar relationships replacing 0 with

0 if he or she does not. For the
1 and replacing 1 with .

If we cared only about exploitation we would assign to the
largest expected

. However, suppose another morph

riance. It might be optimal to try morph
bution of

for visitor

visitor the morph with the

has a lower

but a larger va-

to learn more about the posterior distri-

. We can use the knowledge so gained to make better decisions for subsequent

visitors. In general, exploration vs. exploitation problems are difficult, but the website morphing
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problem has a simple but elegant solution. Gittins (1979) proved that the optimal strategy was to
derive an index for each potential option (morph) and to choose the morph with the largest “Git, for morph m and

tins’ index.” Gittins’ solution is easy to implement because the index,

cognitive-style segment, , depends only the discount rate, , and the two parameters of the post. We restate here without derivation the Bellman Equation be-

erior beta distribution for

cause we use it later in the paper when linking to within-visitor optimization. This equation is
solved iteratively for

and tabled for

,

and . (In the Bellman Equation,

,

is the standard continuation function in dynamic programming.) Discussion, motivation, and derivations are given in Gittins (1979) and, for morphing, in Hauser et al.
1,

1

(1)

,

,

1

As the number of visitors grows (

,

,

,
1,

∞) the variance of the posterior shrinks and the

Gittins’ index converges to the expected value of the posterior distribution,

=

. We use such asymptotic behavior to simplify the exposition of the within-visitor dynamic program.
2.2 Segment Membership Probabilities

All prior applications (and our application) divide potential visitors into a set of mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive segments based on cognitive styles (BT Group), cognitive
styles and buying-process stage (automotive), or location and purchase interest (FT Orange).
Visitors in a each segment differ on their propensities to prefer website characteristics and these
differences are reflected in their clickstreams. Let
tor. Let

,

2

,…,

be the

click observed for the

be the vector of clicks up to and including the

a visitor’s first clicks, we derive posterior values for the probabilities,
visitor belongs to the

visi-

click. Based on
, that the

segment. Details are in Hauser, et al. For the purposes of this paper we

need only that such probabilities can be derived.
2.3 Expected Gittins’ Index Solution

While the Gittins’ solution is optimal for a known cognitive-style segment, it is not optimal when a visitor’s segment is known probabilistically. For partially observable processes the
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solution is more complicated. Fortunately, Krishnamurthy and Michova (1999) propose and test
a simple heuristic that achieves close to 99% of optimality. Their solution is to choose the morph
with the highest expected Gittins’ index,

, where the expectation is over

posterior distribution is updated using the

’s and the

. (The

’s.) Hauser, et al. demonstrate

that this heuristic performs quite well.
3. A Model of the Visitor’s Cognitive Response
To relax the assumption that only the final morph matters, we model switching costs and
visitor reaction to multiple morphs.
3.1 Exposure to Multiple Morphs vs. Assuming the Last Morph Dominates

The expected Gittins’ index system learns by linking the observed purchase, or lack thereof, to a morph. When visitors see multiple morphs we assign weights,
for the differential impact of early vs. late morphs. Setting
Setting

for all implies equal impact.

equal to an increasing (decreasing) function of assigns greater impact to later (earli-

er) morphs. Let
the

, to clicks to account

be the vector of these weights. In equation form, if a visitor sees morph

at

click, then we modify the expected purchase probability at the end of the visit (prior to

switching-cost adjustment) as follows:
(2)
When convenient we normalize the impact weights so that they sum to 1.0 over clicks.
3.2 Switching Costs

The cost of switching is most salient with an advertising-morphing example. Suppose
that after the

click, posterior probabilities suggest that the

visitor is in the “committing”

stage of his or her search process. The expected Gittins’ indices might suggest that the banner
advertisement offer a $2,000 rebate on a target automobile. Now suppose that the next few clicks
update posteriors such that the visitor is more likely to be in the “comparing” stage. Suppose that
the expected Gittins’ indices now suggest a competitive test drive. If we morphed to a competitive-test-drive offer from a rebate offer, the visitor would be frustrated when the rebate is withdrawn. A competitive test drive is less effective after the switch from a rebate than it would have
been before the visitor was offered a rebate. Switching costs for website morphing are less dra-
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matic, but still real. Even if the visitor prefers an all-text website, he or she may be less enthralled with the look and feel of an all-text website after getting used to a website with many pictures and graphs.
Based on our experience in multiple applications we chose a simple, robust formulation
for switching costs. We penalize the expected purchase probabilities by an exogenous application-dependent factor, , that is applied each time a switch occurs. We choose a factor rather
than a constant increment so that the revised purchase probabilities remain bounded between 0
and 1.
’s) and the switching discount ( ) were set by

In our application, the impact weights (

managerial judgment (Little 1970). The tradeoff between managerial judgment and field measurement is appropriate for the application in this paper. However, with sufficient resources, the
impact weights and the switching discount could be set with field experiments. There is nothing
conceptually challenging about such experiments; the managerial decision is cost vs. benefit.
3.3 Extensions

Introducing switching costs and impact weights is already a challenging optimization
problem and improves upon prior theory and practice, but there are interesting extensions that
might be explored in future research. Researchers might make switching costs dependent on the
morphs from which and to which the website switches. In addition, switching costs might be
modeled as a more complicated function of the number of morphs seen by a visitor. The impactweight equation might be generalized.
4. Morphing Within a Visit
To simplify exposition we make two simplifications, one generalization, and we temporarily suppress the subscript

that indexes visitors. The first simplification (relaxed later) ex-

amines asymptotic behavior—we assume there have been sufficiently many visitors so that we
can approximate the Gittins’ index with the expected posterior purchase probability (
). The second simplification assumes that the relative choice of clicks within a morph depends primarily on the characteristics of the clicks. For example, the choice by a visitor between
a focused-content link and a general-content link has the same impact on

whether the

overall morph is graphical or verbal. This assumption makes the decision problem feasible and is
reasonable empirically. Finally, for practical purposes we allow more than one click between de-
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cisions and thus generalize our notation to allow to index decision periods rather than clicks.
4.1 When-to-Morph Decision Problem

Figure 1 illustrates the when-to-morph decision problem for the case where the visitor
makes a purchase (or leaves the website) after four observation periods. (The theory applies
when the number of observation periods is a random variable; four morphs is just an illustration.)
Specifically, during observation period the website displays morph
clicks,

. The respondent makes

, while exploring the website and we update our beliefs about the visitor’s cognitive. Using the new information, and anticipating more information from sub-

style segment,

sequent decision periods, we decide which morph,
To keep track of morph changes, we define Δ
change to morph
∑

, to display in the next decision period.

as an indicator variable such that Δ

1 if we

in period . With this notation, the total number of morph changes is
Δ

purchase decision by

. To model explicitly the impact of multiple morphs, we represent the
rather than

as used in prior applications.

Figure 1
When-to-Morph Decision Problem (Within a Visitor, 4-Period Illustration)
(choose morph (mt) at each decision period to maximize sales, δ)
t=1

t=2

t=3

t=4

m1

m2

m3

m4

observe
clicks

observe
clicks

c1→qr(c1)’s

m1

c2 →qr(c1,c2)’s

observe
clicks

c3 →qr(c1,c2,c3)’s

m3

m2
N1 = 0

observe
clicks

N2 = 0 or 1

purchase
decision, δ

c4 →qr(c1,c2,c3,c4)’s

m4
N3 = 0, 1, or 2

N4 = 0, 1, 2, or 3

4.2 When-to-Morph Bellman Equation

We solve the when-to-morph dynamic program by deriving the appropriate Bellman equation. To do so we characterize the immediate reward in period and the value of continuing optimally from period and beyond.
4.2.1. Immediate reward. Equation 2 implies that rewards are separable over periods

thus the immediate reward is based on the impact weight,
6

, the partial effect on the purchase
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probability of using morph

in period , the number of prior switches, and the terminal proba-

bilities that the visitor belongs to state ,

. However, when we make a decision in period ,

our best estimate of the terminal probabilities is based on the clicks up to, but not including, the
decision period. These probabilities
,

plicitly,
,

,…,
,

are our expectations over all future clicks. (Im-

are conditioned on

.) We write the expected immediate reward,

, as:
,

,

,

,…,

|

(3)

4.2.2. Value of continuing optimally. Although we are uncertain about a visitor’s seg-

,

ment, we have expectations about how the future clicks,

,

,…,

, will evolve based

on the visitor’s true segment. In turn, our expectations over clicks implies expectations about the
|

evolution of the

,

’s for

and for every true cognitive-style segment,

.

These expectations matter for the decision problem. To calculate the expectation of the continuation-value function in the Bellman equation, we track

in the backwards induction of the dy-

namic program. When temporarily write the evolution of the clicks as summarized by the evolution of

’s as conditioned on
,

But

≡

|

,

,…,

,

|

, ,

,...,

,

|

.

is not known when we are making the decision at , so we keep track of this depen-

dence for
ting

,

. In notation:

and take an expectation over this unknown variable at . That is, when compu,

,

|

for

cognitive-style segment were
|

our best estimate of

based on current expectations of

,

,

, we assume the

will evolve as they would if the

. We also recognize that at the start of the
is

Δ

,

decision period,

, and the decision is made

. With these substitutions, we have:

max

,
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Finally, we recognize that the multiplicative nature of switching costs enables us to factor
, when choosing

out the effect of prior switches,
by the same factor,
conditional values,

because all future

. However, we keep track of the Δ
,

|

’s for

’s are reduced

when we compute the

. (When computing this conditional continuation
|

value, we use our expectations about the evolution of

,

for

.) We now have

the Bellman equation that we use in backward induction.
,

(4)

,

max

|

4.2.3. An illustration of the when-to-morph dynamic program. We consider an ab-

stracted problem where the number of decision periods is fixed and the segment probabilities
evolve in a known manner dependent only on segment membership. The illustrative problem in
Table 1 has four potential morphs and four visitor segments. The first panel gives the morphdependent purchase probabilities at
segment probabilities,

|

; the second panel gives the expected evolution in the

, for

1. In this illustration the segment probability evo-

lutions for other true segments are symmetric (and not shown in Table 1); the priors remain the
same. In this abstract problem, it is relatively easy to represent Equation 4 in a spreadsheet
(available from the authors). Improvements relative to a fixed-time-to-morph website vary from
0% to 50%, depending upon the chosen switching costs, impact weights and other assumptions.
Prior to any observations, the priors and purchase probabilities slightly favor segment
2 and its corresponding best morph

2. Not surprisingly, before observing any clicks,
2. For illustration, suppose that the visitor’s

the dynamic program solution begins with
true segment is

1, and suppose that all periods have equal impact on the purchase proba-

bilities. We illustrate the effect of varying switching costs. For this case and with perfect knowledge (and no switching costs), the best morph is

8
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Table 1
Illustrative Morph Assignment Problem for the Within-Visitor Dynamic Program
∞

r=1

r=2

r=3

r=4

1

0.39

0.24

0.18

0.16

2

0.17

0.45

0.20

0.15

3

0.19

0.17

0.34

0.17

4

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.36

r=1

r=2

r=3

r=4

Table for

|

Table for

1

t=0

priors

0.24

0.28

0.24

0.24

t=1

|

0.40

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.64

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.91

0.03

0.03

0.03

,

t=2

,

t=3

|
,

|

Without perfect knowledge of
probabilities,

, the observations,

, update the visitor’s segment

. In our illustration the posterior probabilities begin to imply that it is more
1. When switching costs are low it is optimal to set

likely that the visitor’s true segment is

1. On the other hand, when switching costs are more substantial, it is optimal to wait to
learn more about the visitor’s segment before switching. With greater switching costs the dynamic program continues with

2. We next observe

lieves about segment membership making

. The new observations update our be-

1 more probable. Morph 1 becomes more attrac1 in the third period. However,

tive for this visitor so the dynamic program switches to

when switching costs are substantially larger ( smaller) it becomes optimal to wait longer to
change morphs. In fact, if switching costs are extremely large, it is never optimal to change
morphs. For example, the optimal solution of the illustrative example implies the following optimal paths for the indicated switching costs:
•

0.95

2,

1,

1,

1

•

0.80

2,

2,

1,

1
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•

0.60

2,

2,

2,

1

•

0.40

2,

2,

2,

2

We can also examine sensitivity to the impact weights. For example, if later periods have
larger impact weights it is optimal to wait longer to change morphs. Changing

to {0.00, 0.25,

0.25, 0.50} from {0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25} makes it optimal to continue in morph 2 one period
{0.00, 0.00, 0.05, 0.95} we approach the assumptions

longer. If the last period dominates (

of Hauser, et al. and it is optimal to wait until the dominant last period. Other sensitivity analyses
suggest that the optimal solution behaves as we might expect intuitively: with more-rapid learning the dynamic program changes morphs earlier and with increased rewards for continuation
beyond period 4 the dynamic program changes morphs later. In summary, the optimal solutions
quantify the when-to-morph decision and do so with face validity. Furthermore, the when-tomorph solution reduces to the Hauser-et-al. solution under the assumptions in Hauser, et al.
4.3 When Visitors Leave the Website Earlier or Later

In applications, not all visitors stay for the same number of observation periods. We cannot predict with certainty when they will exit. To model this phenomenon we adjust the Bellman
equation to allow the visitor to leave in any period with probability, . For the immediate reward
we recalculate effective impact weights

to account recursively for normalizations for the

number of periods before exit. For example, before the first period we expect the visitor to continue for one period with probability , for two periods with probability 1
riods with probability 1

, and so on.

The continuation reward is
visitor exit and 1

, for three pe-

times the conditional continuation reward calculated for a

times the conditional continuation reward calculated for a visitor contin-

uing to click. Empirically, the random-exit Bellman equation behaves similarly to the fixed-exit
Bellman equation as long as

is moderately small. As

increases it becomes optimal to morph

earlier. (An illustrative spreadsheet is available from the authors for random-exit optimization.)
5. Linking When-to-Morph Optimization with Between-Visitor Gittins’ Indices
In the previous section we temporarily assumed asymptotic conditions (

∞) such that

. In this case, the between-visitor and the within-visitor dynamic programs are decoupled and Equation 4 provides the optimal solution. For moderate

10
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grams are not independent because each time a visitor experiences a morph we learn a small
amount about the posterior distributions of

’s. It is a small amount because the purchase ob-

servation is distributed over all morphs seen by the visitor and, as in Hauser, et al., distributed
over the partially observable cognitive-style segments.
As in Hauser, et al. we seek an heuristic solution that improves upon current practice.
However, the solution must run sufficiently fast so that we can morph between clicks during a
website visit and so that we maintain the speed of the between-visitor expected-Gittins’-index
heuristic. We propose an heuristic which is asymptotically optimal as

∞, improves upon

current practice, and runs sufficiently fast. Prior experience in related problems suggests that this
heuristic is near optimal for finite .
5.1 Gittins’-Motivated Solution

We link the within-visitor and between-visitor dynamic programs by using the Gittins’
index,

, rather than the purchase probability

in the within-visitor dynamic program.

This heuristic is optimal asymptotically and equivalent to the Hauser-et-al. algorithm when the
final morph dominates. This heuristic is intuitive because Gittins’ solutions are often robust and
separable. For example, in the “branching bandits” literature researchers have demonstrated that
it is optimal to replace the uncertain outcome of an indexable decision process with its Gittins’
index (Bertsimas and Niño-Mora 1996; Tsitsiklis 1994; Weber 1992). Our heuristic is not a
branching-bandit solution, but shares the property that we are replacing an uncertain decision
process with its Gittins’ index so that we can solve the within-visitor dynamic program.
Because the initial morph affects outcomes as per Equation 2 we must also select the initial morph. Fortunately, selecting the initial morph is equivalent to the between-visitor problem.
Thus, we choose the initial morph with the highest expected Gittins’ index where the expectation
is over

prior to any observed clicks.

5.2 Modified Bayesian Updating

We modify the Bayesian updating of

and

to reflect the distributed nature of

the multiple-morph model of consumer response (Equation 2). If we let

be the impact

weights summed over the decision periods that the

, then the posterior

visitor saw morph

values of the Beta parameters are approximated by modifying Equation 2 in Hauser, et al. We
correct for the switching discount because we are seeking the posterior distribution for

11
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, ,

(5)

1

, ,

Following Hauser, et al., Equation 5 uses pseudo-likelihood methods to approximate the posterior distributions. This is necessary for the algorithm to run sufficiently rapidly.
5.3 Summary of the Linked Dynamic Programs

Website morphing combines Bayesian updating and Gittins’ indices to allocate website
characteristics (morphs) to visitor segments. However, when switching costs matter and morphs
other than the final morph affect purchase probabilities, we must address exploration and exploitation within visitors. In the previous section we derived a dynamic program to make this tradeoff optimally when

∞. For finite

the within-visitor dynamic program must be linked to

the between-visitor Gittins’ dynamic program. We propose a simple heuristic that reduces to established website morphing when the final morph dominates and is asymptotically optimal when
∞. At minimum we expect the heuristic to improve performance relative to established algorithms. We now test the proposed algorithm by reanalyzing the BT Group data and then test
the algorithm empirically via a test-vs.-control field experiment on a Suruga Bank website.
6. Reanalysis of the BT Group Website-Morphing Application
Hauser, et al. applied their between-visitor website-morphing algorithm to a BT Group
website that sold broadband service in Great Britain. Their tests were based on purchase probabilities obtained from a priming study of 835 respondents. Eight website morphs varied on three
sets of characteristics; visitor segments varied on four sets of ipsative cognitive styles. Hauser, et
al. report that website morphing improved sales (profits) which, if implemented system-wide,
would represent almost $80 million. The BT website morphed sufficiently early that the purchase
probabilities were (mostly) based on the final morph.
To examine the proposed within-visitor-&-between-visitor heuristic we reanalyze their
data assuming a switching cost of

0.99, equal impact weights, and four morphing opportuni-

ties. For an apples-to-apples comparison with our empirical test, we select the same number cognitive segments as in the empirical test and simulate 10,000 visitors from each cognitive-style
segment (a total of 40,000 synthetic visitors). Visual inspection of

plots indicates that

10,000 synthetic visitors per cognitive-style segment is appropriate to observe performance for

12
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finite

and for

convergence. (Relative interpretations are unlikely to change when sixteen

segments are simulated. All plots available from the authors.) So that the results are not sensitive
to random error, we simulate each optimization method five times and take the average. (The
standard deviations are small.)
In Table 2 we compare the performance of the Hauser-et-al. algorithm to the proposed
algorithm. We reran the Hauser-et-al. algorithm to account for switching costs which reduce purchase probabilities. In addition, purchase information is now spread among all morphs within a
visitor, hence optimization is more difficult for all algorithms—the

converge more slowly.

As a result, it is natural that the expected rewards and improvements for the Hauser-et-al. algorithm are smaller in Table 2 than in Hauser, et al. (2009, p. 212).
Table 2
Reanalysis of BT Group Website Morphing (with Switching Costs)
Expected Reward

Improvement d

0.3165

0.0%

Between-visitor morphing only. Hauser-et-al. algorithm. a

0.3462

9.4%

Proposed algorithm linking expected Gittins’ and within-visitor
dynamic programs

0.3497

10.5%

Proposed algorithm focusing on “when to morph” component b

0.3586

13.3%

0.3828

20.9%

No Gittins’ loop nor knowledge of cognitive styles.
Website morphing (with switching costs)

Perfect information on cognitive-styles and on purchase probabilities c
a

Expected Gittins’ algorithm from Hauser, et al. (2009) modified to account for visitor response to multiple morphs and
switching costs and applied to the four cognitive-style segments.

b

Starting morph is chosen as if

c

Upper bounds. Applications do not have perfect information on either cognitive styles or purchase probabilities

d

Improvement relative to that obtainable without any morphing.

; the within-visitor dynamic program chooses when to morph.

We focus first on the decision of when to morph by allowing the algorithm to learn fully
the best initial morph. This algorithm improves expected sales by 13.3% compared to the 9.4%
improvement obtained by the Hauser-et-al. algorithm. This improvement represents an additional
$17.0 million in expected sales based on the data in Hauser, et al. Next we compare the fullylinked algorithm using the expected Gittins’ algorithm to learn the initial morph. The linked algorithm takes longer to learn the initial morph, but still improves expected sales by 10.5%, slightly
13
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more than the Hauser-et-al. algorithm. While this difference may seem like a small improvement,
it represents $5.7 million in expected sales. (An additional interpretation of Table 2 suggests that
the Hauser-et-al. algorithm, which assumes no switching costs and assumes that the final morph
dominates, performs quite well even when those assumptions are violated.)
7. Cognitive- and Cultural-Style Morphing at Suruga Bank
In Japan consumers prefer “card loans” rather than carrying a balance on their credit
cards. (Japanese banks do not allow overdrafts.) The borrower receives a cash card with a balance of 3-5 million Yen and pays interest when the funds are withdrawn. The terms of card loans
vary among banks and can often be confusing. Some banks offer low interest and high limits, but
a more-difficult screening process while other banks offer higher interest and lower limits, but an
easier screening process. In 2006-2007 Orix spent ¥13.6 billion mostly on banner advertising and
Acom spent ¥10.9 billion mostly on television advertising ($1 ≈ ¥95).
Suruga Bank is a Japanese commercial bank in the greater Tokyo area. Unlike most
commercial banks, it has focused on retail banking for more than twenty years. Suruga began a
virtual bank in 1999, one of the first Japanese banks to do so. By 2008 its online presence had
grown to ten virtual branches and eight virtual alliances (Tokoro 2008, p. 7). Suruga is less wellknown than other Japanese banks, spending approximately 1/10th that of Acom and Orix on advertising (¥1.4 million , Tokoro 2008, p. 17). To reach more consumers Suruga developed a consumer advocacy website on which it presented the best products from all competitors without
distinction. By using a strategy of openness and honesty Suruga sought to demonstrate that its
products (low interest rates, high limits, but careful screening process) would meet the needs of
many consumers. As part of Suruga’s consumer focus, Suruga’s managers experimented with
website morphing to match the look and feel of their advocacy site to the varying cognitive and
cultural styles of Japanese consumers.
7.1 Cognitive and Cultural Styles, An Evolving Design

Following Hauser, et al., website designers began with a March 2008 priming study of
Japanese consumers. E-mail invitations were sent to consumers drawn randomly from a panel of
600,000 consumers maintained by Interface Asia; 5,454 responded. Respondents were offered
¥200 to complete the survey. After screening on age and interest in card loans, 2,114 respondents
were invited to visit an experimental website and complete a survey. Of these, 502 respondents
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(23.7%) completed the survey, including a requirement to browse the website for at least 2½ minutes and for at least 10 clicks.
There were 16 versions of the experimental website that varied on characteristics such as
the number of graphs, the amount of technical content, the amount of textual content, the number
of options and alternatives presented, the amount of content on popular trends, the amount of
“you-directed” content, formal vs. informal Japanese language, and hierarchical vs. egalitarian
images. The website designers sought characteristics that would match the cognitive and cultural
styles of Japanese consumers (Allison and Hayes 1996; Hofstede 1983; Riding and Rayner
1998). The website designers sought to implement characteristics that would distinguish the look
and feel of the 16 versions along the dimensions of analytic vs. holistic, deliberative vs. impulsive, collectivistic vs. individualistic, and hierarchical vs. egalitarian. The first two ipsative dimensions are targeted to cognitive styles; the second to cultural styles.
Because this was the first Japanese application and the first cultural-style application, Suruga Bank realized that the website designers might not succeed in developing morphs that varied on all four ipsative dimensions. (The website designers were native Japanese.) Thus, in the
priming study, we measured visitors’ cognitive and cultural styles with 17 scales that have proven to distinguish cognitive and cultural styles in other contexts (see appendix). With these scales
we sought to determine empirically how potential customers of Suruga Bank evaluated the website characteristics.
Empirically, the 17 scales suggested that when evaluating the 16 morphs card-loan consumers were best distinguished by two cognitive dimensions rather than combinations of the
cognitive and cultural dimensions. However, the morphs that led to the largest stated purchase
intentions for each cognitive-style segment varied on cultural styles (as targeted by the website
designers). For example, as summarized in Table 3, the best morph for holistic-impulsive consumers was the morph that the web designers believed was holistic, individualistic, hierarchical,
and deliberative. This surprise deserves a digression.
Impulsive consumers prefer a website that designers thought would favor deliberative.
There are two phenomena at work here. First, website designers are not the same as consumers;
website morphing favors the voice of the consumer over the voice of the designer. For example,
while website designers thought they were manipulating holistic-vs.-analytic characteristics (columns in Table 3), consumer data suggests that the characteristics had differential influence on
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impulsive vs. deliberative consumers (rows in Table 3). Second, the characteristics designed for
the deliberative morphs may be inherently better—deliberative characteristics are more effective
for 3 of the 4 cognitive-style segments. Table 3 illustrates the basic robustness of the websitemorphing methodology. By relying on a priming study we identify effective morphs even when
the empirical data override designers’ beliefs.
While cultural characteristics do not define segments, websites that vary on cultural characteristics influence cognitive-style segments differently. For example, websites designed to be
hierarchical tend to be more effective for holistic Japanese consumers and websites designed to
be egalitarian tend to be more effective for analytic Japanese consumers. This potential interaction between cultural and cognitive styles is interesting and worth exploration in future research.
Table 3 is sufficient for Suruga Bank and for the purposes of this paper because discrete
morphs were identified that affect cognitive-style segments differentially. Given distinct morphs,
the “Gittins’ engine” identifies the best morph for each segment in the field experiment. Suruga
Bank developed a morphing website based on the three morphs (for four segments) in Table 3. In
addition, the priming study provided insight that enabled Suruga Bank to identify a fourth morph
with high potential. The four morphs were used in the field experiment.
Table 3
Best Morph for Each Cognitive-Style Segment
(Based on the results of a priming study; descriptors are from web-designers’ beliefs.
Italics indicates where observed consumer response overrules designers’ beliefs.)
Holistic Cognitive Style

Analytic Cognitive Style

Impulsive Cognitive Style

hierarchical, individualistic,
deliberative, holistic

hierarchical, individualistic,
deliberative, holistic

Deliberative Cognitive Style

egalitarian, individualistic,
deliberative, analytic

egalitarian, collectivistic,
impulsive, analytic

7.2 Inferring Cognitive Styles from the Clickstream

Website morphing requires that we link the characteristics of visitors’ clicks to their cognitive styles. (Following Hauser, et al., we use Bayesian updating based on a matrix, Ω, that
summaries the preferences of consumers in each cognitive-style for website characteristics. The
Suruga matrix was estimated from the priming-study data.) For Suruga, we identified seven characteristics of clicks, three functional characteristics, six website areas, and a choice of pictures
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on the home page. Table 4 summarizes the click- and functional-characteristics; Figure 2a illustrates website areas; and Figure 2b illustrates the home page which gave visitors a choice to
“click one of the following two pictures to enter the Card Loan Guide.” The picture on the left is
thought to appeal to deliberative visitors; the picture on the right to impulsive visitors.
Six independent judges, blind to the hypotheses of the research, rated the seven characteristics (reliability = 0.84). The functional characteristics and website areas were binary variables.
Because Hauser, et al. (footnote 17) found no statistical difference between Monte Carlo Markov
Chain estimation of the posterior means of Ω and maximum likelihood estimation of Ω, we used
maximum likelihood estimation for the Suruga application. The model was strongly significant
(p < 0.001) with a U2 of 33.9%. There were many significant and intuitive values for the coefficients. For example, impulsive visitors prefer links to fast solutions, advisors, and forums, but
not analytic tools or “content directly addressed to you.” This intuitive Ω suggests that the Bayesian engine should be able to identify well the cognitive-style segments in the Suruga application. Details of the Ω estimation, scale development, and reliability analyses are available from
the authors.
Table 4
Click Characteristics, Functional Characteristics, and Website Areas
Expect the click to point to a webpage with graphs.
Expect the link to point to a webpage with detailed, technical content.
Expect the link to point to a webpage with textual content.
Click characteristics

Expect the link to point to a webpage with options and alternatives.
Expect the link to point to a webpage with content regarding popular trends.
Expect the link to point to a webpage with content directly addressed to you.
Expect the link to point to a webpage which uses formal language.
Provides information

Functional Characteristics

Analytical tool
Graphical elements
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Figure 2
Opening Webpage for Suruga Bank Card Loan Website

8. Implementation of Website Morphing at Suruga Bank
Suruga’s experimental website matched the four morphs to visitors using the withinvisitor-&-between-visitor “when-to-morph” algorithm. Suruga sought to test the website with
1,000+ visitors—the first test-vs.-control experiment comparing a morphing website to a static
website.
With more resources, we would like to evaluate both the concept of website morphing
and the incremental improvement due to the when-to-morph algorithm. However, 1,000+ visitors
is not many. Website morphing is designed for high-traffic websites. For example, the simulations in §6 were based on 10,000 visitors per cognitive-style segment. The BT simulations suggest that the Gittins’ indices settle down between the 250th and the 350th visitor, but continue
substantial exploration through the 1,000th visitor (Hauser, et al., Figure 3). Based on our simulations, we estimated that the Suruga website would begin to settle down around the 1,000th visitor.
Because of this resource constraint we were able to test only one algorithm. We chose the best
algorithm, the when-to-morph algorithm. Suruga allocated additional visitors to a static website,
approximately one-third of the visitors that they allocated to the test website.
The Suruga application is a proof of concept for the when-to-morph algorithm and a testvs.-control experiment comparing that algorithm to a static website. Future field experiments can
parse the incremental value of the within-visitor portion of the when-to-morph algorithm.
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In November-December 2009 Suruga recruited consumers from the Interface Asia panel.
E-mail invitations were sent to 62,000 potential respondents; 13,696 responded (22.1%). Screening and incentives were similar to those in the priming study. On net, 3,514 consumers were directed to the card-loan site, of which 1,997 explored the website for at least 2½ minutes and 10
clicks (56.9%). Of these consumers, 1,400 completed pre- and post-visit questionnaires providing data with which to evaluate the websites (70.1%). Of these, 1,066 experienced the morphing
website and 334 experienced the static website. To avoid an obvious demand artifact, the website
was not identified as a Suruga Bank website—recall that the website provides competitive information on Acom, Orix, and Suruga.
8.1 Results of the Field Experiment

We report results for three dependent measures: trust, consideration, and purchase probability. (Due to human-subjects considerations, we were not allowed to actually sell card loans on
the websites.) Purchase probability is self-explanatory and is the long-term goal of Suruga Bank.
However, because Suruga Bank is new to card loans it is important to Suruga Bank that the website improve consideration. Trust is also central to Suruga Bank’s strategic initiatives. Not only
does increased trust build a relationship with customers, but prior research suggests that the effect of competitive information on consideration and purchase is mediated through trust (Bart, et
al. 2005; Liberali, Urban and Hauser 2010). Methodologically, trust is a more-continuous measure (5-point scale) and likely to be more sensitive to changes than the discrete measure of consideration (0 vs. 1). (Purchase probabilities are conditional measures among those who consider
Suruga Bank.) Greater sensitivity is important given the resource constraint of approximately
1,000+ visitors.
Table 5 summarizes the results. Suruga’s website, whether static or morphing, increased
consideration and purchase intentions significantly and Suruga’s morphing website increased
trust significantly (p < .01 for all comparisons). The only anomaly is that the static website seems
to have decreased trust (p = .06). The more interesting comparison is between the test vs. control
improvements. The improvement in trust, consideration, and purchase probabilities are larger for
the morphing website than for the static website. The difference in trust is significant (p < .01),
the difference in consideration is marginally significant (p = .08), and the difference in purchase
intention probabilities is not significant (p = .16). Taken together these measures suggest that the
morphing website outperformed the static website, at least with respect to trust and consideration
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and possibility with respect to purchase probabilities. And these results are based on a sample of
just 1,000+ visitors when the Gittins’ indices are still settling down.1 We would have likely obtained even better results had we been able to observe enough visitors for the Gittins’ indices to
).

converge to their asymptotic values (

Table 5
Results of the Suruga Bank Field Experiment
Pre-measures
Static
Website

Morphing
Website

Post-measures
Static
Website

Morphing
Website

Pre-Post Difference
Static
Website

Morphing
Website

Trust (5-point scale)

2.19

2.36

2.05

2.48 a

-0.14

0.12 b

Consideration

6.3%

4.7%

26.9% a

30.1% a

20.7%

25.4% c

Purchase

2.4%

1.9%

6.9% a

8.6% a

4.5%

6.6% d

Sample size

334

334

1,066

334

1,066

1,066

a

Post-measures significantly larger than pre-measures at <0.01 level.

b

Morphing website significantly larger than static website at < 0.01 level.

c

Morphing website significantly larger than static website at 0.08 level.

d

Morphing website larger, but not significantly larger, than static website (p = 0.16).

8.2 Suruga’s Competitive Advantage is Enhanced by Website Morphing

Suruga Bank is currently a smaller competitor in card loans. If the a morphing website
enhances trust, consideration, and purchase probabilities for Suruga, the profit potential is significant. We re-examine Table 5 to evaluate whether the morphing website provides a competitive
advantage for Suruga Bank.
The morphing website leads to substantial improvements in consideration and purchase
probabilities (642% and 443%, respectively) . However, these are likely inflated by forced exposure to the website and a general demand artifact that might have increased consideration and
purchase probabilities for all banks. (Recall that the website was not identified as a Suruga website.) Acom and Orix also increased by 327% and 203%, respectively. Using the Acom and Orix

1

Although we have pre- and post-measures on just 1,066 visitors, the Gittins’ indices were being updated through
the 1,531 visitors who were assigned to the morphing website (3/4ths of the 1,997 total visitors).
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improvements to normalize the Suruga improvements suggests that the morphing website provides approximately a two-fold relative increase in consideration and purchase probabilities for
Suruga compared to Acom and Orix.
However, the static website was also a customer advocacy website that provided competitive comparisons. We observed substantial improvements in consideration and purchase
probabilities due to the static website (429% and 285% for Suruga, 403% and 329% for
Acom/Orix). Performing the same calculations we estimate that the static website provides approximately the same improvement for Suruga as for Acom and Orix. In other words, the morphing website provides a better competitive advantage to Suruga Bank than does the static website.
In this proof-of-concept test visitors could not actually apply for card loans and we do not know
if they would have been approved—approval depends upon their credit ratings, data which we
did not collect due to privacy concerns. Nonetheless, considering that the 2008 card-loan market
in Japan accounted for over ¥25 trillion in total available balances ($265 billion, personal communication from Suruga Bank), this potential two-fold relative competitive advantage for Suruga
Bank is clearly worth further exploration.
9. Summary and Future Directions
In this paper we extended the Hauser-et-al. website morphing methodology to model
cognitive switching costs and to address the impact of multiple morphs during a website visit.
We developed a dynamic program which, in steady state, chooses the optimal time to morph during the website visit. We propose and test an algorithm to link the within-visitor when-to-morph
dynamic program to the between-visitor expected-Gittins’-index dynamic program. The linked
algorithm automatically identifies which morph to provide a visitor, when to provide that morph,
and how many times to morph.
We tested the proposed algorithm in three ways. First, we illustrated the when-to-morph
dynamic program with a focused example to show that the optimal solution has face validity.
Second, we demonstrated that the algorithm improves performance using the data from a previously published application. This test establishes that the proposed algorithm outperforms existing methods. Third, we compare an experimental morphing website to a static website in a
field experiment with Suruga Bank. The morphing website provides a significant increase in
trust, a marginally significant increase in consideration, and an increase in purchase probabilities.
The competitive implications of these increases for Suruga Bank are substantial.
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The Suruga proof-of-concept test is the first field test of website morphing and the first
attempt to include cultural as well as cognitive styles as a basis for morphing. We believe that the
improvements and field test in this paper demonstrate the growing potential of morphing.
There are still many challenges. (1) The switching-cost and impact parameters were set
by managerial judgment in the Suruga application. Future experiments could provide empirical
values for these parameters. (2) The sample-size constraints limited the Suruga comparison to a
morphing website vs. a static website. Future experiments might parse the incremental value of
within-visitor morphing. (3) While the proposed algorithm improves on current practice, its optimality depends upon asymptotic . We believe it is close to optimal for finite , but a formal
demonstration is beyond the scope of this paper. (4) Cultural styles played a role in the design of
the Suruga website, but visitor segments defined by cultural styles were not justified empirically.
The literature is rich in the study of cultural styles; we expect future applications to improve
upon the Suruga experience. (5) Ongoing applications include morphing banner advertisements,
push advertising, and mobile-phone apps. For example, Suruga Bank is in the process of developing and testing a mobile-phone morphing website. Within-visitor morphing should provide
improvements to those applications.
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Appendix
Cognitive and Cultural Scales (Expected Prior Grouping)
Analytic vs.
holistic

I see what I read in mental pictures.
I will read an explanation of a graphic/chart before I try to understand the
graph/chart on my own.
I enjoy deciphering graphs, charts, and diagrams about products and services.
I like detailed explanations.
I’m usually more interested in parts and details than in the whole.
I am detail-oriented and start with the details in order to build a complete picture.

Deliberative vs.
impulsive

I prefer planning before acting.
I like to make purchases without thinking too much about the consequences.
A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How
much does the ball cost? [impulsive = 10 cents] a
If it takes 5 machines to produce 5 widgets. How long does it take 100 machines to
produce 100 widgets? [impulsive = 100 minutes] a
In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day the patch doubles in size. If it
takes 48 days for the patch to cover the lake, how long would it take for the patch
to cover half of the lake? [impulsive = 24 days] a

Collectivistic vs.
individualistic

In choosing my ideal job it would be important to have sufficient time for my personal life.
I buy products in order to differentiate myself from other people.
Buying products for my family and friends is more important to me than buying
things for myself.

Hierarchical vs.
egalitarian

I think authority and leadership are very important in life.
I’m usually afraid to express disagreement with my superiors or with important persons.
I value mostly experts’ opinions when I buy a product.

a

Modified from Frederick’s (2005) Cognitive Reflection Index
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